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Foreword
by Ben Gott, Practice Lead, Marketing Solutions, EMEA, SVP

Organisations around the world are responding to a 
consumer need; a need to be known and understood 
by the brands they engage with on a daily basis. 
New business models, subscription services and 
direct to consumer offerings are putting pressure on 
traditional marketing departments to attain a new level 
of understanding of the people buying their products. 
This is as true in financial services (where customer 
satisfaction is an essential source of competitive 
advantage) as it is travel (where the high street travel 
agent has made way for online personalisation). 
Increasingly a focus on personalisation in retail is driving 
new ways to connect to the customer. Consumer choice 
is paramount; consumers are now being appealed to 
beyond personalised communications, with some brands 
delivering product personalisation too.

At Merkle, we have long believed that marketing 
organisations should be on a trajectory towards a 
maturity level that allows them to achieve increasingly 
personal and orchestrated conversations with their 
customer base and prospects. Periodically we reflect 
on the capabilities that marketing organisations need 
to build to progress this maturity in the form of our 
‘Marketing Imperatives’. This is our handbook for the 
modern chief marketing officer. In our most recent 
edition, we focus on the need for the CMO to lead the 
charge in delivering the ‘Total Customer Experience’ 
which requires them to ‘take ownership of identity’ in 
the organisation. That is to say, the CMO needs to own 
the concept and definition of the consumer identity 
within their organisation, both in the figurative and literal 
senses. The marketing department is best placed to 
define what information an organisation holds on its 
customer base, how that information is profiled and 
made available for marketing activity. 

This brings the role of the CMO close to the CDO 
and CIO and requires tight partnership in collecting 
and accessing the right data to facilitate ongoing 
conversations with consumers. It means building 
an identity graph that can integrate into marketing 
technologies.

This all amounts to a broadening of the responsibility 
and required skills and knowledge within the marketing 
organisation. Controlling or owning all resource and 
skillsets inside the marketing organisation can seem 
attractive but needs careful consideration. Some 
skillsets and abilities are needed only temporarily as 
the business moves through its maturity journey. Others 
are needed in extremely variable quantities. Yet others 
can be so specific and specialist that creating a team in 
this area is fraught with hiring and retention issues. This 
is where the modern marketing services partner steps 
in. What we call ‘strategic sourcing’ is the discipline of 
building an organisation made up of internal capabilities 
complemented with professional marketing services 
partners. This sourcing should be done in such a way 
that it allows a business to move fast and evolve without 
generating unnecessary baggage as it progresses. A 
good marketing services partner should give the CMO 
the gift of flexibility through access to fast scaling teams, 
and a strategic framework that is understood by all and 
allows the business to identify the need for specialist 
resource quickly. 

We talk about the need for transformation here, and 
ultimately most marketing organisations need to 
transform to meet today’s customer requirements. But 
this should not feel like a cumbersome long term project; 
transformation is achieved through rapid cycles of 
change and innovation, each one releasing value back to 
the business and iterating through levels of maturity and 
capability in the business.

https://www2.merkleinc.com/l/47252/2020-11-24/8mvrsz
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Then when all is said and done, the pointy end of 
total customer experience is achieved through the 
implementation and use of a world-class technology 
stack. This stack should be connected across its 
component parts. It should allow data to flow from 
strategy to collection and on to activation. And it should 
allow marketers to move at the speed of the consumer. 
That is to say, in real time and across multiple places 
or channels at once. Privacy and responsible use of 
data are now rightfully at the front of the queue when 
considering the build and activation of this capability. 
And that puts the marketing technology stack with 
access to user-level, first-party data, back at the centre 
of the customer experience. The orchestration of the 
total customer experience starts there; the martech 
stack allows the connection of experience points 
from outbound, owned channels to inbound and paid 
channels.

Nick Burns-Laycock has over 12 years experience 
helping leading brands in the UK to realise business 
value through strategic technology development and 
organisational change. This book is rich with all of the 
real-world experience and applications from a career at 
the cutting edge of the marketing technology services 
industry. It’s a detailed yet pragmatic account of the best 
ways to accelerate to an orchestrated, personalised total 
customer experience capability. 
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Introduction

The role of technology in marketing has been growing and evolving for many years. Developments in data architecture, 
channel integration and creative automation have changed the game for customer communications. At the same time, rapid 
advancements in consumer technology have changed the game for expectations around brand relationships. Virtually all 
interactions are played out in the open spaces of the internet. It’s essential for organisations to ensure they have a clear 
marketing technology roadmap to maximise the opportunities presented by these developments, while also avoiding the pitfalls 
of legacy architecture.

Visualising the current and future state marketing technology stack provides a significant asset in engaging all areas of 
a business. Aligning functional areas to required capabilities that support a customer engagement strategy encourages 
transparency in the process. But with the rapid changes in marketing technology it can be difficult for businesses to build an 
accurate picture of how these capabilities fit together. At Merkle, we’ve developed a layer cake concept (see below) to help 
companies deliver strategic technology change, and this book will run through each of the core components of this approach.

Activation forms the business end of marketing technology capability. The ability to effectively align all outbound and inbound 
channels enables the creation and optimisation of exceptional customer experience. Email has become a key battleground in 
this area; a highly responsive channel with the opportunity to deliver rich, personalised content to unique individuals. Many 
of the capabilities relevant for email deliver value across the activation function; in chapter one we investigate how content 
automation, campaign automation and production workflows deliver targeted customer experience. 
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Orchestration covers the creation and governance of audiences and interactions, supporting activation channels through 
‘in-time’ provision of data and decisions for customer journey execution. But for many businesses this is still a distant dream; 
internal silos in technology and process mean marketing activity remains stuck in traditional campaign-based structures. Making 
the transformation to effectively managing omnichannel journeys requires a strategic vision for the customer journey, coupled 
with the data and technology to build and execute automated models supporting segmentation and decisioning.

The insights chapter focuses on the democratisation of data: empowering individuals throughout an organisation to make 
decisions from and drive analytical value out of data. Data democratisation requires enabling timely, relevant and engaging 
access to data so as to deliver cross-functional alignment of data and measurement standards. Through measurement 
frameworks, data engineering and data visualisations, we can surface key measures and dimensions to decision-makers rapidly 
through meaningful visual dashboards. Chapter three describes the typical barriers to achieving this, and the actions needed to 
overcome such challenges and foster a data-driven culture throughout an organisation.

Data management is an essential component of every business, no matter the maturity level. Modern problems, of strict 
regulatory compliance coupled with consumer expectations of highly personalised experiences, require modern solutions – 
and data management solutions are rapidly evolving to meet these requirements. Strategic differentiation is achieved through 
performance-led data architecture by many digital-native companies. Conversely, costly and very public fines for poor data 
management practices pose a major threat to organisations that fail to act. In chapter four we review how to deliver data 
integration that leads to the optimisation of the total customer experience and generation of significant return on legacy 
investments.

This book brings each of these functional areas together, highlighting the capabilities and enablers involved in successful 
development of a best practice marketing technology stack. Throughout the book, consider the key business value drivers and 
barriers for your own organisation.
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In this chapter we will define what we mean by performance email and unpack four key capabilities and their enablers necessary 
to meet this definition. Working towards these goals will allow most organisations to achieve and successfully scale performance 
email.

“Instead of using technology to automate processes, think about using technology to 
enhance human interaction.”  
Tony Zambito, founder of the buyer persona.

Customers are demanding more from the brands they buy with partly because they’re spending more time engaging with digital 
content - an average 7.8 hours each day (source: Adobe). So much more material is being created and viewed that it’s a challenge 
for today’s brands to achieve standout. With this in mind, the opportunities that email provides should not be undervalued.

Many companies already have extensive experience of interacting with large numbers of customers by email, and the channel is 
also a large driver of revenue - UK retail sales value attributed to email marketing is £29 billion (source: Econsultancy), and 74% of 
marketers who took part in the same research say that it’s the number one channel for ROI.

The problem is that email has typically been used as a revenue-driving channel, satisfying short-term business needs rather than 
those of the customer. By taking a wider view and using this highly effective channel to deliver real value to customers there is far 
greater potential to increase lifetime value and brand advocacy. To this end, we define performance email as “efficient activation 
of personalised and targeted email communications, to grow customer lifetime value as part of a holistic customer-first marketing 
strategy”.

Manual business processes are preventing personalisation at scale 

Typically, achieving this goal is not a technology concern, nor is the amount of data a problem.

The big issue is that many companies have invested heavily in these areas but are often not realising the potential of their 
investment from an email perspective. The challenge centres on campaign production velocity - the ability to produce campaign 
variants at the pace required to deliver genuinely personal customer experiences.

There are four core capabilities required to deliver performance email at scale: content automation; campaign automation; effective 
production and approval workflows; and reporting integration. 

By making data available and linking this to content, the potential to automate the build and execution of campaigns goes well 
beyond the obvious trigger executions.

Chapter One
Enabling performance email at scale 1
Requirement: Customers want personal, authentic experiences delivered 
on a consistent basis.
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Capability: Content Automation

Technical Enablers: Email content authoring tool plus comprehensive master template. Ideally a centralised digital asset 
management solution. 

Process Enablers: Clearly defined ways of working that support scaling of content production – for example next best product/
action framework, content tagging taxonomy, and a centralised content strategy focusing on customers before channels.

Building email content manually always limits the extent to which personalisation can be applied. Time and resource are consumed 
with tasks that need to be repeated for each campaign, many of which have no bearing on the level of personalisation used and 
therefore no impact on campaign effectiveness. Our belief is that 80% of email activity should be automated, allowing email teams 
to focus on the testing, optimisation, innovation and expansion of the remaining 20% of campaigns.  Through the development of 
ways of working and the use of over the top tool sets, organisations can increasingly automate email production and their use of 
personalisation. There are three key steps:

STEP 1 Automation of HTML production 
Move the focus from the development of code to content through the use of email templating.  Email templates give the user the 
ability to work with content without having to worry about HTML development. When combined with a robust email CMS, content 
editing and versioning becomes a highly repeatable and scalable process and the first step to increasing personalisation.

STEP 2 Automation of content 
Rule based or dynamic content in email is not new and provides a robust way of significantly scaling personalisation. What is often 
limiting is the need to manually set up each dynamic variant of the content. This is inefficient and time consuming. Automation can 
be achieved by establishing content feeds directly to a campaign management platform, with content associated with campaigns 
based on pre-defined rule sets linked to data and insight-driven customer segments. Live content tools also provide advanced 
opportunities to automate content production by pulling through data-driven content at the point of email open, to add further 
relevance to the message.

STEP 3 Content at scale 
Producing, managing and distributing content across an entire organisation and all channels can deliver further cost and efficiency 
gains but often requires collaboration across multiple teams. Digital asset management platforms support the production, 
classification, management and distribution of digital content for all channels, often including automating the reformatting content 
for use across different channels.

Capability: Campaign Automation

Technical Enablers: Channel management platform with email deployment capabilities linked to customer and web behavioural 
data.
 
Process Enablers: Comms calendar for scheduled content; journey builder role reviewing and optimising omnichannel activity.

Email teams are working in a complex channel while navigating deliverability considerations, device and email client optimisation. 
And that’s before they even think about the testing, personalisation and innovation required to deliver performance email.  

What is commonly overlooked in email activation is the automation or simplification of component tasks within the campaign 
orchestration process that unnecessarily consume time and resource. Not only does this free up capacity within your team but also 
allows non-technical marketers to manage tasks that could previously only be handled by those from a highly technical background.

Tools such as Email Studio within Salesforce Marketing Cloud enable email audiences to be selected, segmented and deployed 
automatically based on schedules, dates or behaviours, alleviating significant manual effort. When fed by automated content 
production as described above, the result is highly personalised communications, delivered efficiently to customers at a relevant 
time.



Capability: Production and Approval Workflows

Linking data with content and building robust process workflows will allow personalisation at scale.

Technical Enablers: Process workflow management tool; ultimately integrated into journey orchestration platform 

Process Enablers: Clearly defined team roles and RASCI for all campaign processes.

Good governance is essential to deliver clear communications and avoid potential slip-ups. No-one wants to be the brand 
sending “Sorry about that email” emails to loyal customers. However, production workflows - from brief creation, to approval, and 
campaign execution, often take up significant amounts of time in ensuring standards are met. From the submission of incomplete 
briefs, missing assets, or approvers being unavailable, these types of failures in the process can add days of delay to even simple 
campaign builds. 

Implementing a workflow management tool such as Workfront provides much-needed transparency and automation to this 
process. Ensuring all stakeholders are fully aligned to their role, tasks and responsibilities through a clear RASCI matrix ensures that 
automated notifications and MI reporting deliver the effort reductions required for effectiveness. Executing this approach ensures 
that you can activate the scaling potential built through your content and campaign automation capabilities, taking one more step 
towards performance email.

Capability: Automated data integration

Finally comes the need for data and analytics integration, to close the circle on performance email. 

Technical Enablers: Data integration and dashboarding platform 

Process Enablers: Journey analyst role managing analytical models for key optimisation requirements e.g. engagement, propensity, 
and value.

Performance email depends on robust and accurate data being available throughout the end-to-end process. As we have 
mentioned, data integration is a primary focus for many businesses – GDPR and other global data policy changes have helped 
drive significant improvements here. However, despite these improvements, many businesses still struggle to surface valuable data 
for analysis, and automate the use of this data in activation channels such as email.

Integrated data places customer analysis and data planning at the heart of email campaign delivery. Data integration tools such as 
Datorama enable customers to be identified across touchpoints; automated analytical models to build and update performance-
focused segments; and the activation of these segments directly in key channels such as email.

This capability feeds through the performance email cycle, informing automated content personalisation, targeting and triggering 
campaign automation, and supporting efficiencies in production workflows.

Let’s bring this chapter to life with a real case study example.
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Scaling personalisation efficiently and effectively for Mitchells & Butlers 

How we delivered end-to-end email execution capabilities which drove a simplified production process

An example of our work brings this to life. Mitchells & Butlers (MAB) operate 17 restaurant and pub brands with over 1,700 locations 
within the UK. They needed to be able to scale email personalisation and production capacity efficiently, to effectively communicate 
with customers of the diverse brands and businesses.

To provide this for MAB, Merkle delivered end-to-end email execution capabilities through the Merkle Email CMS, which drove 
a simplified campaign production process and pre-set performance email templates, locking down brand guidelines for each 
restaurant entity, layout options and email best practices.

The Merkle Execution Hub was created by a Merkle team that enabled the use of a drag and drop solution to build sophisticated 
email campaigns. Linking directly to Adobe Campaign as the journey orchestration tool, the user interface allowed for non-technical 
users to build and edit content and insert personalisation using a single drag-and-drop interface, removing any need for the user to 
write scripts or search through endless complex tags.

This solution allowed MAB to centralise their email production process, increase capacity due to a lower dependency on technical 
resources, and reduce third-party costs through lessening reliance on agencies within the process. Finally, MAB could easily create 
highly personalised emails tailored to each customer, benefitting from the time and cost-efficiencies that come with automating 
80% of email production while focusing on optimising performance and delivering people-based marketing.
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In this chapter, we unpack the benefits of moving to a customer-centric journey orchestration framework compared to traditional 
channel-led campaigns and highlight the key capabilities and their enablers required to achieve this.

“The decade behind us was all about digital. The next one will be about identity.” 
David Williams, Merkle 2020 Marketing Imperatives.

The mantra “right message, right channel, right time” is imprinted into every digital marketer’s brain, and increasingly recognised 
in offline and brand marketing disciplines as the holy grail in the era of data-driven communications. But this is no longer a nice-
to-have: with the rise in connectivity driven by smart devices and digital services, 84% of customers now say that the experience 
a company provides is as important as its products and services and more than two thirds (69%) expect connected experiences 
(source: Salesforce Research, “State of the Connected Customer”, July 2019).  

Understanding customer identity, and being able to respond to this, is the driving force behind journey orchestration. By necessity, 
this framework transcends pure marketing comms. Every touchpoint – from web visits to transactional app push notifications 
to call centre conversations – must be considered within each customer’s journey as part of the value exchange from the data 
that individual has shared. These interactions require centralised orchestration to deliver the consistent, hyper-personalised 
engagements that drive the connected customer experience.

The benefits of this approach also require a shift away from typical campaign-level performance metrics. Effective journey 
orchestration is best measured through increased customer value, driven by purchase frequency, loyalty and advocacy. At the 
same time, this centralised approach delivers operational efficiencies that help to generate ROI.

Chapter Two
Evolving from campaigns to customer journeys

Requirement: Consistent customer experiences deliver loyalty and value.

2
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Barriers: There are several fundamental challenges to true journey orchestration from both a functional and operational 
perspective. 

Breaking down operational silos, as with almost any change management project, is the first and often most insurmountable barrier 
to delivering true journey orchestration. Traditional distinctions between marketing and advertising, digital and offline, and sales 
and service all impose critical handover points in the customer journey that should be invisible to the recipient but are made clear 
through inconsistent communications. 

Consistently identifying a customer across multiple touchpoints is a significant challenge for many organisations. This is before 
attempting to resolve that customer’s latest behaviour against their existing profile and deliver the most appropriate message 
for them at that time.  Legacy data architectures and disparate systems make even identifying the customer journey a significant 
hurdle. 

Once it’s possible to observe your customers’ journeys, the next challenge is actively managing these. Journey orchestration tools 
can be expensive, time-consuming to set up and require specialised skill sets to operate effectively. A complex world of marketing 
automation tools, CDPs, DMPs and more are frequently vying for investment, often with overlapping capabilities and channel-
specific execution tools to integrate with or replace. 

Solution: Defining a long-term, customer-centric communications journey strategy is a fundamental requirement for true journey 
orchestration. This informed, data-led, end-to-end view of a customer’s experience takes time, collaboration and expertise to 
develop. In order to manage this change, businesses should focus on developing an iterative, incremental roadmap, prioritised 
based on business value and current maturity to ensure time-to-value, enabling clear business case justification for the investment 
needed.

Each of the capabilities that follow, including their operational & technical enablers, can be developed based on your appropriate 
level. When considering these, keep in mind the following:

1. What are your business value drivers and how do your customer touchpoints support these? 
2. To what extent do you have a comprehensive consumer-focused data & technology strategy? 
3. How connected are your operational processes with your future state vision for your customer communications?

Identifying your business’ maturity level is vital to set off in the right direction and to ensure a clear vision for marketing technology 
and customer strategy that the whole organisation can get behind. Without this, delivering true change will be an uphill struggle.

Capabilities: In the first chapter of this book we described four capabilities necessary for the activation of performance email. 
Alongside this, there are three fundamental capabilities necessary to deliver a shift away from pure channel-based campaigns and 
towards the orchestration of customer journeys.
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Capability: Audience Management

Unifying the customer profile across all touchpoints to identify, define and manage audiences automatically and at scale

Technical Enablers: Identity resolution framework; integrated customer data platform 

Operational Enablers: Continuous development team, martech strategic roadmap

In the UK, the average home now has 10.3 internet-connected devices, up from 8.2 in 2017; in homes with three children this 
increases to 15.4 devices (Source: Aviva/Censuswide ‘Tech Nation’ Survey, Dec 2019). Traditional device-based recognition fails to 
account for the interchange of devices within these households.

In order to connect these disparate digital fingerprints to one customer and deliver true people-based marketing, the first 
requirement is to resolve the customer profile. As the third-party cookie’s utility is eroded by privacy legislation and do not track 
functionality, developing integrated customer profiles built on robust first- and second-party data is rapidly growing in priority. 

Best-in-class audience management requires complex data integration across all marketing, transactional and service touchpoints, 
plus real-time segmentation capability to support decisioning and journey management. It’s essential to lay the right foundations 
before building this capability though. Start by defining your strategic audiences based on value-driven use cases and your target 
state view of journey execution capability to describe a clear identity resolution framework. Define the data points and speed of 
integration required to get you there. 

Then it’s time to map your current customer data architecture to identify any data ‘black holes’ that will prevent you from reaching 
this complete view of the customer. Build out a prioritised roadmap to plug these gaps; time-to-value will be driven by your current 
maturity level. Being able to identify, measure and activate one audience across two or three channels in the short term may bring 
more benefits than holding out for the holy grail.

Next, identify the technology or technologies that best suit your strategic objectives. This could be an extension to a full-stack 
solution, for example Salesforce’s nascent Customer 360 Audiences (or existing Mulesoft/Datorama tools) to feed a current 
marketing cloud instance. Or a custom solution such as Merkle’s Rapid Audience Layer can power marketing agility across complex 
data sources and analytical requirements. The decision needs to be made based on long-term strategic requirements and informed 
by anticipated return.
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Capability: Decision Management

Interrogating unified customer data by running rules-based/ML models in near-real-time to determine journey messaging

Technical Enablers: Rules-based logical models/machine learning algorithms (maturity dependent) managed via an integrated 
decisioning platform 

Operational Enablers: Centralised, iterative planning framework including a robust test and learn strategy covering short, mid and 
long-term value hypotheses

At its most advanced, decision management utilises integrated machine learning algorithms to continually optimise carefully crafted 
customer journeys based on real-time behaviour and performance metrics. This centralised capability has real-time access to event 
data from all customer touchpoints and is modifying all major decisions in real-time based on clearly defined KPIs.

While platform integrations and a central rules engine are essential for activation of real-time use cases, at its core decision 
management is a holistic planning framework that puts the customer journey at the heart of all marketing and broader 
communication decisions. By developing an operational framework that emphasises customer-first planning, the unified customer 
identity defined in audience management can be harnessed to develop value-focused hypotheses for execution of customer 
communications. 

Establishing a central journey analytics function begins the operational alignment required to execute this capability effectively 
and away from the traditional silos present in campaign-led planning. This team delivers data investigation & benchmarking to help 
build & prioritise the test backlog. Scenario planning then helps forecast performance and identify new opportunities. 
Developing the technical capability to then push decision management into journeys can be a daunting task. Whether it’s a full 
implementation of cross-functional enterprise decisioning leader Pega, or augmenting a multi-platform stack with a context-based 
component tool such as Braze, consider your priority customer touchpoints and core automated decisioning use cases to select the 
most appropriate tool.

Capability: Journey Management

Orchestrating personalisation at scale in near-real-time consistently and systematically across multiple-channels 

Technical Enablers: Omnichannel orchestration tool; integrated asset management 

Operational Enablers: Customer lifecycle strategy; centralised journey builder function

By making data available and linking this to content, the potential to automate the build and execution of campaigns goes well 
beyond the obvious trigger executions.  

Traditional campaign-based activation is siloed – in channel, and often in purpose. By contrast, journey orchestration marketing 
programmes are continuous in nature, across all digital and direct channels. These programs are ‘in-time’ – fed by data and 
activated by triggers within a meaningful window for the objective, whether that is true real-time (sub-1 second), near-real-time 
(<15 minutes), or longer. These journeys are interactive and customer-centric – reacting to customer profiles and recent behaviour 
as interpreted by decisioning’s models, rather than being driven by tactical product-based planning. All customer touchpoints are 
integrated in order to activate consistent and unified customer experiences. This includes non-standard channels such as customer 
service and offline interaction points; all engagements with the brand should fall within the journey.
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Even small improvements in consistency of experience can have a significant increase in customer loyalty and value. At an early 
stage of maturity, journey management can focus on traditional channel groups such as digital CRM in email, SMS, and app push. 
Increasingly though, it is the connection of service, commerce and media that delivers competitive advantage through the total 
customer experience.

At peak maturity, all segments, channels and use cases should be executable with all technologies tied together, enabling the 
solution to dynamically switch customers across journeys. Orchestration also requires individual-level tracking and reporting on 
journey switching and overlap which can be fed back to audience management and decisioning so that accuracy and robustness 
are maintained. 

Clearly defined customer journeys across defined audiences are an essential enabler of successfully moving to journey 
management. Lifecycle stages, customer attributes, touchpoints, objectives and KPIs are needed to develop this strategic 
framework. Establishing the journey builder function, sometimes by combining existing channel-specific resource within a 
centralised operational model, supports ongoing efficiency of execution.

Technically, it is key to ensure high interoperability between your journey, audience and decision management tools as well as all 
in-scope channel activation platforms. Solutions such as Pega offer all-in-one capability – and as such require specialist expertise. 
Increasing consolidation and evolution in the martech space means multi-platform solutions are now becoming fully functional, 
though careful planning and integration management is required to ensure complete delivery.

Summary

Moving from campaigns to customer journeys will imminently become a requirement to maintain customer loyalty and value. 
Defining your customer-centric value hypotheses should be the first step before any technology investments are made. When 
it comes to platform selection, build a clear view of the ‘black holes’ you need to address, your value-driving communications 
levers, and wider technical integration preferences (full stack vs. multi-platform). Then map out a centralised journey orchestration 
operating structure and the change needed to implement this. Match this with time-to value analysis to create a strategic roadmap, 
and bring the whole organisation along on this change journey with you.
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In this chapter, we will review the importance of low-latency business intelligence reporting and visual analytics in driving value 
from Marketing activity. We will review the barriers to developing performance dashboards, and the capabilities & enablers to 
overcome these.

“We have the opportunity right now to flip the rules of who gets to link the data together 
and gain insight from it.”  
World Economic Forum: A New Paradigm for the Business of Data, July 2020; Tim Berners-Lee, Founding Director, 
World Wide Web Foundation.
 

Every modern marketer knows that data is the cornerstone of value for successful customer engagement. Data tells us who is 
engaged and who isn’t; what our customers and prospects are responding to; where our opportunities for growth are; and which 
risk factors are most important to focus on. Beyond the marketing sphere, data is essential for the effective management of day-
today operations, from supply chains to service delivery. Understanding the holistic context of data within an organisation supports 
value realisation and longevity.

But raw data is often of little use. In today’s world, the overwhelming volume of available data can prevent meaningful analysis 
from being completed in a timeframe that enables useful decisions to be made. Businesses need a clear line of sight into the 
performance of their media, marketing, operations and financial performance. This requires data to be captured, transformed and 
made available in an accessible way. Establishing a single version of the truth ensures that data is trusted, and that insights can be 
expedited. 

BI Evolution Journey:

Chapter Three
Driving performance from dashboards

Requirement: Successful business decisions can only be made consist-
ently through data democratisation and a culture of analysis.

3
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Despite having existed for a long time, the BI and analytics landscapes are constantly shifting, as are most enterprise software 
propositions. Just as the iPhone changed the game for mobile phones, new technologies and approaches are pushing the 
boundaries of what traditional BI functions can deliver. It’s now necessary to enable data-driven decisions in every area of a 
business; by giving teams as much data as needed in the most accessible way, a culture of consulting data to inform decisions can 
be embedded as a practice in all areas.

Barriers: Most organisations have many disparate measures of success. These can be separated by product, department, region or 
function; in all cases, aligning metrics and measurement approaches to define performance consistently across all areas can be a 
major barrier to deriving value from data. This leads to the wrong decisions being made due to the existence of multiple versions of 
the truth.

Operational silos are often entrenched through legacy technology, with multiple segregated platforms that have been developed or 
acquired over time resulting in inconsistent data structures, granularity and even conflicting attributes. Differences in architecture 
can mean significant hurdles to even basic integrations, and a lack of compatible identifiers can prevent customer-level analysis.

Democratising access for all users further complicates the picture. Many businesses have traditional BI functions comprised of 
technical analysts who understand data and its complexities. But great analysts are not always great designers, and segregating 
analysis from end users imposes a bottleneck that restricts the analytical approach within a business. The operational change 
management required to engage end users with their data while evolving the role of traditional BI analysts can cause the entire 
transformation to fail.

Solution: ‘A picture is worth a thousand words.’ The development of performance dashboards works to address each of these 
barriers. Combining business intelligence and visual analytics, data-led decision making is empowered in every part of an 
organisation through timely, relevant and engaging access to data. The culture of analysis and rigorous approach to data that this 
change brings to a business will drive performance improvements across the board.

A robust BI approach to data enablement ensures that data integration is considerate of the whole organisation. Operations, 
finance and HR are brought alongside sales and marketing to ensure alignment throughout the business. Common objectives and 
requirements are identified alongside priorities and barriers, aligning dependencies to ensure transparency in the process and 
to make certain that the end goal is clear. From marketing campaign conversion optimisation, to process efficiency and effective 
supply chain management, value drivers are highlighted and defined consistently to support strategic direction.

Visual analytics involves any effort to help people understand the significance of data by placing it in a visual context. Often 
overlooked when defining requirements, how clear, meaningful and appealing a dashboard is to its end users will significantly 
impact their use of it. Surfacing data in this way empowers all end users to make data-led decisions without requiring technical 
support. Insights and focal points are surfaced, and business goals are highlighted, shortening the time for decision making while 
improving consistency. This maximises ‘moments of value’, providing an improved customer experience and business performance. 
The ability to design, build and maintain effective performance dashboards stems from three core capabilities: measurement 
frameworks; data engineering; and data visualisation.
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Capability: Measurement frameworks

Clearly defined, cross-functional alignment of data and measurement standards

Technical Enablers: Collaboration platforms 

Operational Enablers: Iterative process; data custodian

Robust analytics require beginning with the end in mind. This means defining the requirements for performance reporting prior 
to starting any development of data integration and visual analytics. It’s impossible to accurately measure specific metrics if the 
data requirements necessary for this are not defined in detail before any changes are made. Not only does a clear measurement 
framework provide the initial direction and scope for current state analysis, this is also necessary to ensure that forward-looking 
requirements are considered, thus future-proofing the solution. 

There is often a significant cultural challenge in overcoming business silos to agree, document and materialise the levers and 
drivers that impact business objectives. Many organisations do not consult widely enough to gather full requirements for a future-
proof solution when defining measurement approaches. Individual teams can feel locked into their own reporting approach and not 
see the value in changing.  

Democratised data begins with a democratised process. Increasing the transparency of the BI approach through using accessible 
collaboration tools ensures that all stakeholders are involved and aware of developments from the outset. Adopting an iterative 
execution process allows for the demonstration of progress plus efficiency of response to impediments and decisions made. Over 
time, the collaboration platform becomes a knowledge base and historical ledger of decisions made along with the reasoning 
behind decisions to support future development.

To make measurement frameworks a reality, it is often necessary to go through the pain of materialising requirements in order to 
highlight them. What key pieces of info are required to measure business KPIs? How granular do you need the data to be? What 
taxonomy/naming convention do you need to make analysis straightforward? Answering these questions can sometimes spin off 
into separate data capture/development projects. In this situation, it’s necessary to progress towards your identified goals with what 
you have, while going through the data engineering process to capture the final requirements of the data.

Technically, many organisations have collaboration platforms in play already, such as Jira, Slack or Workfront. Often these are 
underutilised and so require a clearly defined structure to be developed, mindful of the business goals and user base. Bringing 
together the C-Suite and project sponsors will deliver a centralised strategic view to ensure that the business requirements are 
detailed, future-facing & complete across the organisation.
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Capability: Data Engineering

Building & maintaining high accuracy, low latency integrations between all platforms

Technical Enablers: Integrated BI tool; unified customer profile 

Operational Enablers: Introduction of data engineers and custodians 

Once a measurement framework is defined and agreed, it’s essential to understand the reality of this goal in light of the current 
situation within the business. In order for performance dashboards to function effectively, data integration must be complete, 
low-latency and as effortless as possible. Data engineering identifies the commonality across data sets and infuses these with the 
business’s agreed models to produce centralised calculated metrics that deliver consistent analysis and insight wherever the data 
is used. 

This then becomes an ongoing process. Over time, objectives, data, and market priorities can all change. The right level of 
discipline is needed to integrate and adapt to that change. Data engineering persists for the lifetime of the organisation, evolving in 
line with technical, operational and business development.

Often the feasibility of the target solution is challenged by fundamental barriers: disparate solutions with no centralised data layer 
for individuals to access (such as a data lake, or knowledge studio). The reality of how to get data out of the available systems is 
often not aligned to the desired end state, or the existing capabilities of the organisation. 

Difficult questions will arise. How disparate are the existing platforms? Where are these hosted and managed? Do they all follow the 
same model, whether that’s in-house, cloud-based, or hybrid? What are we currently allowed to do from a compliance standpoint? 
Does our privacy policy enable us to use our customers’ data in the way that we intend? How do you deal with duplication and 
identity? How do we actually define a ‘customer’ in each area of the business?

Answering these questions requires alignment and acceptance of change from all operational areas. A further change is required; 
as analysis is enabled throughout the business, the traditional role of a central BI team must evolve to support the new approach. 
This requires clear communication and planning, though friction is often a natural by-product.

An integrated BI tool with both push and pull functionality delivers the flexibility of data management required to effectively 
optimise the data flow to the end user. This supports the identification and delivery of the lowest-latency solution possible, ensuring 
that data can be surfaced to the front end within the most meaningful timescales. Unifying the customer profile is also essential to 
delivering significant customer-centric results, shifting away from the traditional product focus. 

Introducing new role definitions for data engineers and custodians drives operational change. The BI team shifts to support the 
measurement framework, ensuring BI tool configuration supports all requirements. Careful cataloguing and tagging are delivered 
accurately for trustworthy plumbing underneath the reports. Self-service BI is then championed through these data experts, 
improving the perception of the new framework within the business by ensuring the reliability of data, impartial communication and 
transparent process.

Technically this begins with assessment of the tools in place and how these are currently applied; then incremental engineering or 
wholesale implementation is completed dependent on the maturity level of the business. Completing a gap analysis between the 
measurement framework and current state environment will identify the platforms, data sources, sets and attributes available and 
define the feasibility of the solution. 

Platform integrations or optimisations must prioritise integration of the data sets with the highest identified value cases. This will 
expedite time to value from the project and ensure ongoing support for what is often an extensive process. The process must 
involve the identification and unification of customer profiles based on common identifiers. Secure processes & features such as 
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port and firewall configuration must be assessed to ensure that regulatory compliance is met, while enabling delivery of the agreed 
integration. 

Operationally, traditional technical BI teams evolve into data engineers and custodians. These roles continue the delivery of data 
quality and consistency that will have been part of their existing BI function. The focus shifts though from analysis to continuous 
development. Data structures are validated, optimised and expanded as business requirements change. Business language is 
developed and catalogued to provide a common, uniform framework that supports the democratisation of data analysis. These 
roles become cornerstones in empowering data literacy and analytical methodology throughout the organisation.

Capability: Data Visualisation

Delivering democratised and engaging access to data for all users through visual context

Technical Enablers: Customisable visual analytics tool 

Operational Enablers: Integrated design analytics function

Effective data visualisation is key to driving business value from integrated data and a clear measurement framework. Reduced 
complexity increases speed to insight, and increases end user engagement, to ensure that the data drives a better functioning 
business. As capabilities in data visualisation progress at pace, unlocking the speed of insight this can bring provides a capability of 
strategic importance.

By visualising information, data-driven decisions are democratised: end users have access to as much data as needed, provided in 
the most digestible way. Instilling higher degrees of confidence in the data and a culture of consulting data prior to taking action/
decisions further enhances the speed and accuracy with which a business can operate.

When faced with a large or multifaceted organisation, distilling the important data down into a clear visualisation is incredibly hard. 
Even in small businesses this can be difficult to define given competing priorities and a lack of a clear strategic roadmap informing 
long term value drivers. Changing the culture of an organisation so that each individual is empowered to make decisions through 
data is no mean feat.

If the numbers produced in a dashboard are wrong, this is a killer. Adoption instantly fails at this point. If you deliver a number in a 
way that they are not used to, then this can fail too. End users may not know what KPIs they want to see. This can be overcome by 
translating what end users describe wanting in their language, into the data available, and back again. See how the stakeholders 
react, and then come back with amended versions. It’s vital to talk to the right people and understand what they want in order to 
succeed.

Dedicated visual analytics tools such as Qlik, Tableau and PowerBI provide a high degree of flexibility and customisation. These 
tools will ensure that your data can be cut and sliced by end users to provide the required view, without compromising the integrity 
and reliability of the results fed out from this. These tools are often available on multiple platforms and can be scaled to suit a wide 
array of devices. Functionally, advanced capabilities such as Natural Language Processing and ML-driven insight will future-proof 
the capability of the business to scale effectively.

Ensuring that design analytics thinking is present at the conception of a performance dashboard is essential. This enables data to 
be brought to life visually, for example by introducing product imagery and layouts that reflect business values or strategy into the 
design of the template. Multiple visual components can also be used to convey multiple points with one single element – such as 
combining size with colour for volume and percentage.

Integrating design and analytics functions can be done through the use of existing resource, or through dedicated team expansion. 
The priority here is that the design thinking reflects the requirements of the business and users, while the data and analytics 
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supports the design. Be clear on what it is you are trying to show – comparisons, relationships, distribution or composition? What 
are your priority metrics that need to be placed above all others? How should users be able to slice the data to get to a view which 
is most useful for them? 

Transparency and trust in the quality of the data is essential. Just as the measurement framework is driven by detailed consultation 
with C-suite and product owners, data visualisation requirements must be defined following consultation with all end users. Sketch 
out these requirements and test a few iterations in wireframe, before progressing to a build. Incorporate elements that will be 
impactful to the wider business and not just bar, scatter or pie charts. As BI is integral to the whole process, it may be necessary 
to revisit data engineering in order to validate end user requirements and define what’s possible. Be ready to adopt an iterative 
approach in order to deliver successful insight in time.

Summary:
Data visualisation is an essential capability for a highly functioning organisation. However out of all the businesses currently 
employing dashboards, many are simply ‘keeping score’. BI and visual analytics is rapidly evolving with shifts to incorporate Natural 
Language Processing and ‘Next Best…’ recommendations driven by machine learning. By developing the capabilities and enablers 
required to deliver performance dashboards, businesses can deliver significant incremental performance gains throughout the 
organisation, while at the same time setting out a stall for stability in future growth.
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In this chapter, we will examine the impact of storage/collection, integration/enrichment and distribution of data in ‘relevant time’ on 
the activation of audiences to drive business value.

“We don’t combine data for the sake of combining data. We do it to drive results .”  
Fayez Mohamood, CEO & co-founder, Bluecore

Data management is a make-or-break subject for many organisations. Virtually every industry vertical is now littered with ‘digital 
native’ disruptor brands where data is intrinsic to their value proposition. Uber, Monzo, AirBnB, Babylon; no matter the vertical, the 
ability to leverage a wide array of data (from customer, to market, to operations) rapidly and accurately functions as a USP for each 
service. Machine learning’s advancement in the marketing and BI spheres has hit its stride, with all market-leading tech providers 
developing extensive offerings that are driving value.

On the flip side, increasingly strict regulation in Europe and around the world impose punitive measures for failures to adopt 
policies and practices which make data transparent and available upon request. Major data breach fines in recent years, such as 
over $575m for Equifax in the US and $230m for British Airways in the EU, serve as stark warnings for the consequences of data 
management failures.

Between the carrot and the stick, there are myriad reasons for businesses to focus on optimising data architecture and processes 
as a priority. But data has posed a significant challenge for a long time. In many organisations, as platforms and propositions 
have changed over time, data storage has developed in silos across disparate systems with little to no strategic alignment. Large 
traditional organisations may have on-premise CRM data architecture stretching back years or decades. 

Addressing this is no mean feat - it can be incredibly difficult or even risky to undertake the major architectural change required to 
resolve a unified customer profile. Even where this can be achieved, gaining alignment within an organisation on what the correct 
approach to future data architecture should be is a further challenge. Balancing priorities to build a comprehensive yet flexible data 
strategy that can dynamically respond to changing conditions requires alignment between all functions.

Chapter Four
Accelerating efficiency through customer data

Requirement: Comprehensive data management forms the foundation of 
a successful and future-proof marketing strategy. 

4
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Source: Merkle 2020 Marketing Imperatives: Hyper-Personalisation and the Connected Customer Experience

The solution: An audience data hub delivers the democratisation of conjoined data 

Effectively addressing these challenges first requires understanding your audience. Defining the target end state of your data and 
the business applications you are aiming to realise from this process are essential guides to determining your data integration 
requirements. Doing this requires the following steps be undertaken: 

1. Build a picture of your desired audience 
2. Understand your audience relationships and how you would like to change them 
3. Create a flexible roadmap for change

Developing an audience data hub provides the technical platform to realise the business goals defined through this roadmap. 
Forrester recognises that “mature practices implement engagement data hubs to ingest from — and feed — multiple data, analytics, 
and engagement technologies that seek to understand and enhance digital customer experiences.” (Forrester Now Tech: Digital 
Intelligence Technologies 2019). The total customer experience is achieved through establishing a clear and centralised connection 
to all customer-related data across functions: sales, service, finance, logistics, product, channel and more. Three core capabilities 
must be developed to activate value through data integration: 

- Future-proof data storage 
- Holistic data enrichment 
- ‘In-time’/‘relevant time’ data distribution

Billions of emails to 
cookie or device ID pairs

242 million US adults at name, 
address, and phone level

130 million US 
households

A brand’s first-party 
email to cookie pairs

Hundreds of millions of 
consumer email addresses

Third-party IDs

First-party IDs

Email Linkage

LAURA SMITH
123 Main St.  

Centerport, NY 11721
631-435-2867

PERSON ID

HOUSEHOLD ID

THE SMITHS
123 Main St.  

Centerport, NY 11721
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Capability: Future-proof data storage

Fully integrated storage led by a clear data strategy

Technical Enablers: Scalable storage 

Operational Enablers: Customer-centric data strategy

Throughout this series we have emphasised the importance of realising a unified customer profile to deliver strategic insights, 
meaningful journey orchestration and performance-driven channel activation. Effective data storage is the foundational capability 
on which this outcome is based. Going beyond simply functioning as a data archive, future-proof storage must facilitate business 
agility and innovation as an integrated data asset encompassing all knowledge about the consumer or business.

Legacy data and a lack of alignment across channels both pose significant technical hurdles to creating a centralised data store. 
Datasets covering CRM, analytics, sales, service and product will often have been developed independently of one another, leading 
to integration challenges. However, the primary challenge for many organisations is the lack of a proactive data strategy. Without 
this forward-looking view of how data can and should be aligned to business objectives, standards around data capture and 
storage are often missing or insufficient. 

Establishing an organisation-wide data strategy covering all data sources and use cases ensures clear guidance on business 
decisions around investment in data architecture. This ensures that the organisation as a whole is bought into not only the budget 
and time requirements for implementing new architecture, but also the process change necessary to sustain this approach long-
term and realise the business value potential.

This strategy will also inform the organisation’s scalability requirements and help define the associated architecture. The data 
storage paradigm increasingly shifts towards cloud-based non-relational architecture to maximise scalability and flexibility as well 
as cost. Understanding what this means for organisations with legacy on-premise databases relies on the data strategy to deliver 
an incremental transition that balances stability and security with cost and speed.

Defining a clear measurement framework and customer journeys (as discussed in previous chapters) will provide inputs to the data 
strategy required here. These will support the extent to which time plays a factor in data capture, update and deployment, and the 
consistent application of user attributes for activation across multiple channels. Data stewards and process owners throughout an 
organisation support ongoing best practice and deliver frequent assessment of infrastructure delivery against strategic objectives.
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Capability: Holistic data enrichment

Securely and comprehensively expanding the customer profile 

Technical Enablers: Private ID graph, data clean room 

Operational Enablers: Robust privacy framework

Once an effective data strategy and centralised data store are established, identity resolution and enrichment are fundamental to 
successfully interrogating the resultant data. The audience data store integrates not just multi-channel and multi-functional first 
party data, but also second- and (within data governance restrictions) third-party data to inform development of channel-based 
segmentation and messaging hypotheses. In order to deliver hyper-personalised experiences at each touchpoint, a business must 
have the ability to interrogate these integrated data sets. 

Some businesses hold a wealth of first-party data whereas for others, integrating additional data sets is necessary to build a 
robust picture of the consumer. Increasing restrictions around third-party data severely limit the ability of organisations to enhance 
customer profiles with relevant attribute and behavioural data that enable targeted experiences. It’s no longer possible to simply 
acquire incremental data; a meaningful value exchange now has to be identified to support the legitimate integration of data.

Source: Merkle 2020 Marketing Imperatives: Hyper-Personalisation and the Connected Customer Experience

Developing a private identity graph is the holy grail underpinning data enrichment. Second-party data sharing agreements are 
increasingly important in broadening the picture of the customer. These additional data points are resolved to a master person 
ID in the primary data, which can then create linkages across broader digital identifiers such as first-party cookies and device 
IDs. Analytics should lead the selection of these additional data sets, only adding where necessary, having maximised the insight 
from existing data as extensively as possible. Data ‘clean rooms’ can then leverage these resolved identities for the analysis, 
segmentation and modelling necessary to translate person-level insight into strategically-aligned and actionable decisioning 
strategy.

It should go without saying that in order to achieve this, robust data processing must be established. Clear legal frameworks 
including identified sources, storage locations, transfers and processing types are required not only to ensure regulatory 
compliance and the avoidance of risk, but also to validate that the enrichment being undertaken matches the customer’s best 
interest. Privacy by design necessitates the integration of personal data security ‘as part of the design & implementation of systems 

First-party ID’s

CONFIDENCE

Third-party ID’s

Be customisable to their needs and use-cases
Be focused on mining first-party data

Be flexible and responsive to privacy regulations and industry change
Leverage “groomed,” high-confidence third-party signals

The marketer’s Private ID Graph will:
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and services, products and practices’ (ICO, Guide to Data Protection). Ensure that a clear and unambiguous privacy policy, data 
processing agreements, and records of processing are established prior to any data use, whatever the source – even for your first-
party data.

Capability: ‘In-time’/’relevant time’ data distribution

True omni-channel data availability when & where required

Technical Enablers: ‘In-time’ data streams 

Operational Enablers: Continuous development team

Source: Merkle Customer Engagement Report, Q3 2020

An audience data hub is created to distribute rich profiles and states to the channels and media through which people engage. The 
significance of ‘in-time’ data availability has been a consistent theme throughout this series; agile data distribution enables effective 
activation of the enriched audience profiles. While requirements vary between organisations (resulting in widely different definitions 
of ‘real-time’), a definition of ‘in-time’ can be established for any business’ data distribution requirements. This will be defined in the 
data strategy described above, but this requires effective data streams and supporting processes to deliver. Scalable storage and 
enriched customer profiles mean very little unless they can be activated.

Facilitating the ingestion, structuring, enhancement and subsequent distribution of data in a meaningful way presents a significant 
barrier to many organisations. Only 26% of businesses state today that they have a distributed data streaming platform leveraged 
throughout the enterprise (Source: Merkle Customer Engagement Report, Q3 2020). Even where marketers state that they have 
a robust marketing technology suite, many still report gaps in their ability to personalise experiences within a relevant timeframe. 
Data ageing often proves a major pain point, with attributes and behavioural data not being integrated, enriched and distributed 
sufficiently in-time to be meaningful to the customer. Flexibility and scalability apply here too, with new data streams often requiring 
a significant level of effort to deploy, thus limiting the impact of technical development on business value drivers.

Ensuring that data update and governance as a function is ‘always on’ through a continuous development team results in data that 
is relevant and accurate for each use case and channel activation. Monitoring, assessment and triage of data flows through the 
audience data hub avoids the pitfalls of legacy data, where a lack of governance results in limited agility and bulky, complex data 
sets with little to no utility. While maintaining a continuous development team may present an additional cost to the business, this 
needs to be assessed against the value driven from data agility and simple regulatory compliance. 

We are all batch based

We have a small number of homegrown or off-the-shelf 
applications exposed to users/consumers

We make some decisions in some channels in real time 
based on access to behaviors in real time

We provide API access to a central customer profile

We have a distributed streaming platform leveraged 
throughout the enterprise

6.5%

11.5%

30.75%

25.75%

25.5%

Current Data Processing Capabilities
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In addition, the automation of formerly manual execution tasks that can be achieved from good data governance, such as ML-driven 
messaging deployment and optimisation, is a further value realisation from this team. This organisational capability should ensure 
that the business has a very clear picture of the quality of data at all times, and the value of that data to the company.

Developing ‘in-time’ data streams ensures that all systems have access to relevant and accurate data. This requires all channels 
to be integrated so that two-way exchanges can happen within a relevant timeframe for the context of all use cases. Rather than 
marketers relying on days-old dashboards to make tactical decisions, ‘in-time’ streams of complete and enriched data allow 
automated personalisation focusing on best next action for the consumer. 

Modern martech platforms now prioritise this rapid transfer of data as an essential function rather than a feature. Fortunately for 
marketers, standardised cross-platform integration is also proliferating. Even full-stack vendors recognise that the ability to fit into 
a ‘best-of-breed’ solution is important. Salesforce’s Mulesoft offers over 1,000 pre-built API integrations to feed and activate data 
through their Customer 360 Audiences platform. Adobe Experience Platform’s data ingestion and launch features offer similarly 
extensive and highly customisable data streams supporting effective audience activation. Players throughout the CDP space, 
from Bluecore to Microsoft to Tealium, vie for supremacy in the integration and activation space. Whichever tech you select, each 
component of the overall architecture must be optimised for its specific requirements, and holistic impact will be delivered thanks 
to the central strategy driving data usage throughout the audience hub.
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Conclusion

Each functional area discussed in this book has intrinsic value, 
however they must be considered as a whole system in order 
to truly transform the customer experiences they exist to 
deliver.  

Understanding the complexity of interaction between these 
systems is pivotal to achieving success in this environment. 
First, it’s necessary to define your customer experience 
vision: piecemeal technology change or siloed investment 
decisions are anathema to a futureproof strategy. What are 
the use cases and engagement priorities that will support 
your business’ strategic vision into the future? Mapping 
out your target customer journeys attaches tangible value 
to your technology development, supporting prioritisation 
and organisation-wide alignment to the change required by 
articulating a clear link between the vision and the required 
capabilities. 

Once your customer experience strategy is established, 
the detail of technology change can begin. Every aspect of 
the current state technology ecosystem – systems, tools, 
channels, interaction points – must be assessed against best 
practice and the requirements of the future state vision. Gaps 
can be identified and prioritised based on their business 
impact balanced with cost, time and complexity to address. 
Taking a pragmatic and holistic view of current maturity is 
essential to prioritise effectively. In order to achieve this, all 
areas of an organisation must be involved.

This book describes the best-practice view of marketing 
technology today. The rapid pace of change we all continue 
to experience necessitates looking into the future. The 
leveraging of machine learning and developments towards 
AI in each of our functional areas is shaping up as the next 
battleground. Futureproofing your customer experience 
transformation means developing your tech architecture with 
scalability in mind. Building in reviews and checkpoints to 
assess value delivery and adapt your strategy as it progresses 
will set the framework for effective performance realisation, in 
whichever direction technology and the global marketplace 
shifts in the months and years to come.
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